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When great boxing     champions   are mentioned there are a few names who tend to come up, such as ‘Iron’ Mike Tyson, 

or Lennox Lewis. These names are etched in boxing legend, leaving many to wonder who, if they met in their prime, would 

have been the greatest of all time.

 

However, there is one name who perhaps stands above the rest; Muhammad Ali. What is it exactly about Ali that sees him 

maintain his iconic status? It could be argued that more recent greats were fitter, due to improved training, and of course, he 

wasn’t unbeaten in his career…

 

This DVD helps explain the reason why Ali is still so revered as a boxing champion. The late Bert Sugar, who was named the 

‘Greatest Boxing Writer of the 20th Century,’ takes up the story. And he should know; he even once sparred with Ali, just to 

see what it was like to face him down in the ring.

 

This film shows Muhammad Ali in all his glory, dancing around the ring, frustrating his opponents, while almost casually 

picking them off with fast flurries of blows. However, outside the boxing     ring  , Ali was equally engaging, delivering “pearls of 

wisdom” for his opponents and fans alike, and this DVD shows plenty of between-fight slick talking, too.

 

With highlights of his biggest fights, many of which seem to be rarely shown on television, including the ‘Rumble in the 

Jungle,’ ‘The Thrilla in Manilla,’ and the ‘Fight of the Century,’ this DVD is a superbly presented 60-minute feast for Ali fans.

 

Boxing     fans   should certainly check out this DVD release, and once again see why Muhammad Ali is still considered by many 

to be the greatest fighter of all time.


